WOMEN'S WORK	U9
a small area where, by continuous residence and personal
influence and sympathy, they build up an atmosphere of
friendliness and confidence. At present the}^ have to be
posted in a rural centre for just long enough to train the
local dais, and then they are moved on to another centre,
leaving the dais to their own devices, without much in the
way of effective supervision, and losing the value of all the
personal contacts they have established by their months
of house-to-house visiting. Meanwhile, until the trained
dais are sufficiently numerous to combine and boycott the
untrained, the two practise side by side, and as the usual
fee is a rupee1 for a boy and eight annas for a girl (is it the
poor dai's fault that girls are born ?) the only inducement
to undergo training is the few annas given for each lecture
attended.
Yet another difficulty in dai-training is the fact that few
maternity cases come to hospital at all or are even reported
to the doctors, so that adequate maternity practice can only
be had in the people's homes, and by pupils of the old-
fashioned dais.
It is common for families to be served by family dais
generation after generation, so that even when there is a
trained dai available, it is very difficult to break the
age-old family connexion and call her in. All this will
solve itself when there are district ladies' committees,
village women's societies and village administrative
panchayats and committees. It will then be possible and
easy to create a public opinion in favour of using trained
dais in preference to untrained, and of paying them properly
for their services. Family dais will soon come into line
1 The licence fee however for a trained dai on registration is
as much as Rs. 3 : and untrained dais cannot be compelled to give
up practising.

